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Executive Summary

Facing the ongoing crisis in Niger, ECOWAS stands at a crossroads. On the one hand, ECOWAS initial threat of military intervention triggered a backlash from various quarters. Burkina Faso and Mali rallied to support the Niger junta, portending a regional split. On the other hand, a less coercive response might throw ECOWAS central role in maintaining peace, security, and democracy in West Africa in doubt. What explains ECOWAS actions in Niger? What can ECOWAS learn from this crisis? The unique nature of the crisis in Niger prompted an initial belligerent response from ECOWAS, but a quest to stay relevant amid pushback moved the organization towards a more moderate approach. Through this shift in strategy, ECOWAS sought to balance existential threats to the organization with the task of restoring constitutional order in Niger. Going forward, ECOWAS would benefit from making better use of its crisis-response architecture, including through consulting a wider range of actors with different perspectives, leveraging the expertise of the Commission staff, and keeping its broader peace, security, and democracy goals front and centre.
Introduction

The Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) is no stranger to political crises. Since the 1990s, the regional organization has faced several coups, disputed elections, political tensions, and civil wars in its member states. ECOWAS has a history of responding to crises using different tools, including statements, mediation, membership suspension, sanctions, and military intervention. Most recently, ECOWAS intervened militarily to resolve the Gambian political crisis in 2017.¹ This track record of addressing crises has given ECOWAS the reputation of having the strongest crisis-response architecture among regional organizations across the world.²

Despite this record of activity, the crisis in Niger poses an exceptional challenge for ECOWAS. The July 26, 2023, coup in Niger follows on the heels of successive coups in ECOWAS member states since 2020, including in Mali (2020, 2021), Guinea (2021), and Burkina Faso (twice in 2022). Following ECOWAS’s initial response of threatening military intervention to restore constitutional order in Niger, two coup-affected countries, Burkina Faso and Mali, formalized an alliance with Niger—the Alliance of Sahel States—committing to a collective military response to any ECOWAS military intervention in Niger.

On the one hand, ECOWAS is facing the prospect of a regional split, partly as a consequence of its actions. On the other hand, the deteriorating political and security situation in West Africa undermines ECOWAS’s mandate to maintain peace, security, and democracy in the region. Both these issues represent significant challenges for ECOWAS, which today stands at a crossroads.³

This paper analyses ECOWAS’s response to the coup in Niger and offers lessons for ECOWAS from the Niger episode. First, to provide context, the paper discusses the development of ECOWAS’s crisis-response architecture. It then outlines the organization’s typical approach to operationalizing this architecture during political crises. With this knowledge, the paper tries to make sense of ECOWAS actions taken to address the crisis in Niger. It does so by highlighting what makes the Niger crisis unique, before attempting to explain ECOWAS’s responses, from the initial threat of military intervention to a shift in focus to mediation to contending with other actors vying to manage the crisis. The paper concludes by suggesting strategies for ECOWAS to better address the dual challenges of dealing with member states’ crises while ensuring regional legitimacy.

²On January 29, 2024, Burkina Faso, Mali, and Niger jointly announced their withdrawal from ECOWAS, with immediate effect. They accused the bloc of insufficient support and imposing “inhumane” sanctions. This paper was completed before this latest development.
ECOWAS’s Crisis-Response Architecture

Despite being an “economic community,” ECOWAS has one of the most advanced crisis-response architectures among regional organizations. Learning from their experience addressing civil wars in Liberia and Sierra Leone in the 1990s,⁴ member states adopted a series of documents that equipped ECOWAS with frameworks and tools to tackle political crises.⁵ These documents enshrine a pivotal role for ECOWAS in maintaining peace, security, and democracy in the region and within its member states.

ECOWAS was among the earliest regional organizations, if not the earliest regional organization, to explicitly include intrastate political and security issues in its ambit. The 1993 Revised Treaty includes provisions for ECOWAS to intervene in intrastate crises through mediation, election observation, or peacekeeping (Article 58).⁶ The 1999 Mechanism further allows deployment of fact-finding and mediation missions and, indeed, for “all forms of intervention,” including military intervention.⁷ In addition, the 2001 Protocol, which is supplementary to the Mechanism, elaborates progressive sanctions, culminating in membership suspension, that ECOWAS can impose during a political crisis (Article 45).⁸ The 2012 Supplementary Act on Sanctions further expands on the range of available political sanctions.⁹

The documents also describe the criteria for intervention, giving broad leeway to ECOWAS to determine when to intervene. The Mechanism, for instance, specifies a detailed, but broad, definition of a “Member State in Crisis,” referring to a Member State experiencing an armed conflict as well as a Member State facing serious and persisting problems or situations of extreme tension which, if left unchecked, could lead to serious humanitarian disaster or threaten peace and security in the sub-region or in any Member State affected by the overthrow or attempted overthrow of a democratically elected government.¹⁰ Further, the Mechanism allows ECOWAS’s Mediation and Security Council (MSC) to declare “[a]n other situation” as a crisis (Article 25). The 2001 Protocol specifically outlines a set of “constitutional convergence principles” for member states (Article 1). Non-adherence to or violations of these principles serve as grounds to intervene. Relevant to the case of Niger, the principles include “[z]ero tolerance for power obtained or maintained by unconstitutional means.”¹¹ ECOWAS’s legal provisions, therefore, contain both the criteria

---

¹⁰ ECOWAS Executive Secretariat, “Protocol Relating to the Mechanism.”
¹¹ ECOWAS Executive Secretariat, “Protocol Relating to the Mechanism.”
for intervention in intrastate political crises and the range of available intervention tools.

The source of authority for interventions varies depending on the action. The president of the ECOWAS Commission can issue statements and authorize fact-finding and mediation missions. More coercive responses such as sanctions and military interventions must come from the Authority of Heads of State and Government (“the Authority”), the highest and final decision-making body in ECOWAS composed of the heads of state of the ECOWAS members.

Operationalizing Crisis Response

On paper, ECOWAS holds a strong mandate to intervene in its members’ political crises. Past experience has shown that this mandate is borne out. Since 2005, ECOWAS has intervened in over 15 intrastate political crises, almost always activating sanctions.¹² On multiple occasions, ECOWAS has sent military troops, most recently in Guinea-Bissau (2012) and The Gambia (2017).

There is variation in how ECOWAS responds to crises, however. In ECOWAS’s crisis-response structure, final decision-making authority lies with the member states. While the legal documents detail available tools, decisions on which tool(s) to employ and how and when to use them remain with the Authority. The legal texts do not appear to prescribe specific actions for specific situations, instead leaving the Authority with leeway. For instance, the Supplementary Act on Sanctions directs the Authority to impose “appropriate” sanctions (Article 16), indicating flexibility.¹³ While the ECOWAS Commission president can initiate fact-finding and mediation missions, decisions on coercive responses (sanctions, military interventions) must come from the Authority.

In practice, ECOWAS approaches political crises by combining a rough “playbook” with factors specific to the crisis at hand. Based on its interventions in the last two decades, a “typical” pattern of crisis response can be determined.¹⁴ First, a statement of concern is issued, typically by the Commission president. In crises involving unconstitutional changes of government, such as coups, membership suspension follows.¹⁵ Simultaneously, ECOWAS initiates mediation between the opposing parties, often in conjunction with the African Union (AU) and the United Nations (UN). Appointed envoys are typically former or sitting heads of state or other senior political figures. In the case of military coups, mediation often involves putting in place a monitored transition process to restore constitutional order within a specified timeframe. For example, during Niger’s 2009–10 crisis—when President Mamadou Tandja tried to unconstitutionally extend his tenure to a third term and precipitated a coup—ECOWAS sent mediators and the coup leaders relinquished power after

¹²Based on data collected by the author.
¹³ECOWAS Commission, “Supplementary Act on Sanctions.”
¹⁴Interviews with two ECOWAS scholars on March 22, 2023 and March 31, 2023 (virtual).
¹⁵Importantly, suspension does not preclude continuation of ECOWAS engagement to restore constitutional order. Indeed, suspended members are required to continue paying dues, including the community levy (Article 45 of the 2001 Protocol), ECOWAS Commission, “Protocol on Democracy and Good Governance.”
presidential elections in 2011.¹⁶ Generally, the threat or use of force has been considered only as a final option, after exhausting other available means to restore order.

Specific aspects of the crisis and the prevailing regional political situation also shape the ECOWAS response. These include the nature of the crisis (coups, election disputes, political tensions, protests and demonstrations, civil wars), the size and stature of the country in crisis, and the preferences of the leading ECOWAS members (generally understood as comprising Nigeria, Ghana, Côte d’Ivoire, and Senegal).

What’s Different This Time? The Niger Crisis as an Exceptional Challenge for ECOWAS

At first glance, the coup in Niger appears similar to other crises that ECOWAS has faced in the past—military leaders within a member state (in this case, head of the presidential guard Abdourahamane Tchiani) wrested power from an elected civilian leader (Mohamed Bazoum). Yet, several aspects make this crisis unique.

First, the Niger coup is the first to occur after ECOWAS leaders agreed in December 2022 to set up a regional force specifically to combat unconstitutional changes of government.¹⁷ This decision—a direct response to the string of coups since 2020—has not yet been implemented. Nonetheless, the Niger military’s actions directly challenge this new ECOWAS initiative.

Second, Niger represents the fourth member state to succumb to a coup in the last three years. In the words of ECOWAS Commissioner for Political Affairs, Peace and Security (PAPS) Abdel-Fatau Musah, “This coup is one coup too many.”¹⁸ This creates additional pressure for ECOWAS to contain the perceived contagion of coups.

Third, the emergence of an anti-ECOWAS coalition among member states presents a new, unique challenge. In past crises, ECOWAS has often had to factor in the response of the crisis state’s neighbour(s). But the nature and extent of the ECOWAS-adverse involvement of Burkina Faso and Mali in the Niger crisis is more serious than any that ECOWAS has encountered before.

Fourth, the crisis broke out only a month after ECOWAS leaders elected the new Nigerian president, Bola Tinubu, as ECOWAS Chair. How ECOWAS handles Niger is a test of President Tinubu’s chairmanship of the organization.¹⁹

Finally, several characteristics of Niger as a country make this a unique crisis. Niger is the largest country in West Africa by area. Despite having only the ninth-largest economy in ECOWAS (with a GDP of around $14 billion in 2022), Niger is the fourth-largest ECOWAS country by population (over 26 million in 2022).²⁰ Compared to Guinea-Bissau or The Gambia—targets of recent ECOWAS military interventions—Niger is a large country with a stronger military. Niger’s significant importance to external actors, including France (as an exporter of uranium and former colony) and the United States (as a regional partner in combatting terrorism in the Sahel), means that the crisis has an “outsized global impact.”²¹ Niger also shares a long border with Nigeria, the dominant country within ECOWAS.²² Correspondingly, Niger shares significant bilateral trade with Nigeria ($226 million in 2022) and, particularly with northern Nigeria, strong cultural and historical affinities.²³ The crisis, therefore, could directly affect Nigeria.

Combined, these features make the present crisis critical for ECOWAS. Niger’s size implies that ECOWAS has much at stake: effective handling would serve as a boost for the organization, but a failure to address the crisis might prove severely damaging. Measures to thwart a “coup contagion” do not appear to have worked thus far. Not only that, the banding together of the coup-affected countries threatens regional unity, if not ECOWAS itself. In their role as ECOWAS chair, Nigeria and President Tinubu face the difficult task of steering ECOWAS back towards democracy. But this is no easy task. Pushing too hard might portend a regional split, but being too soft risks appearing inadequate, or worse, irrelevant.

### Explaining ECOWAS Actions

#### Initial Response: Sanctions and Threatening Force

ECOWAS’s first response was a statement from the ECOWAS Commission released on July 26—the day the crisis emerged—condemning the “attempted coup.”²⁴ This was followed by condemnation and a commitment to restore order from Nigerian President Tinubu in his capacity as ECOWAS Chair.²⁵ Condemnatory statements constitute a standard response—nearly all international and regional organizations make such statements in the event of a coup. Notably, ECOWAS labelled the takeover as an attempted coup, fearing that calling it a coup would accord a degree of recognition to the junta.

---

After the initial statements, ECOWAS held an extraordinary summit of the Authority in Abuja on July 30. To the surprise of many, in the summit’s final communiqué, ECOWAS leaders threatened to use force to restore constitutional order in Niger if the coup leaders did not hand power back to Bazoum within one week.²⁶ To back this up, the Authority directed the ECOWAS Committee of Chiefs of Defence Staff (CCDS) to prepare to deploy troops. This threat was made alongside the imposition of diplomatic, economic, and financial sanctions. The communiqué called for the appointment of a special representative of the ECOWAS Chair, but only to deliver the Authority’s demands, with no explicit mediation mandate.

While some experts favoured these measures,²⁷ this initial response was rather surprising. ECOWAS had threatened military intervention before exhausting other means such as mediation and sanctions. Not only did this move deviate from past ECOWAS practice, but it also appeared to go against ECOWAS’s legal frameworks. Article 6 of the Supplementary Act on Sanctions lists the political sanctions that ECOWAS can impose. “Peace enforcement or restoration of constitutional order by use of legitimate force” is the final option. Further, Article 13 states that sanctions “shall be enforced in increasing order of severity.”²⁸ However, during a television interview, PAPS Commissioner Abdel-Fatau Musah defended ECOWAS actions by noting that “ECOWAS array of tools…is not necessarily sequential…[Rather], it depends upon the circumstances. They could be sequential [or] they can be a combination.”²⁹

What explains ECOWAS’s initial belligerence? One factor is that when leaders meet for an extraordinary summit, they go into closed-door discussions with less material input from the Council of Ministers, the ambassadorial meetings, and the Commission staff compared to ordinary summits. This might make them more prone to take harsher actions. Still, this was not ECOWAS’s first extraordinary summit, so the response begs further explanation.

Three aspects seem to have influenced ECOWAS strong stance. One, the crisis represented the first major challenge for newly elected ECOWAS Chair Bola Tinubu. Himself facing challenges to his election victory in Nigeria, President Tinubu may have felt the need to portray strong regional leadership and saw threatening the use of force in Niger as the means to do so.³⁰ But Authority decisions are taken by consensus, meaning all heads of state need to be on board.³¹ This leads to a second aspect: other ECOWAS leaders, especially those facing simmering crises of their own, such as Senegal’s Macky Sall, may have wanted to avert potential crises in their own countries by demonstrating that ECOWAS would deal with coups quickly and with force. Three, the urgency instigated by the Niger coup—owing to the

²⁸ECOWAS Commission, “Supplementary Act on Sanctions.”
²⁹JoyNews, “ECOWAS Made Mistakes and I Must Admit It.”
³⁰Adediyiaaja, “Will Nigeria Reclaim Its Role as a Regional Power?”
³¹Despite a provision in the 1999 Mechanism for the MSC to take decisions by two-thirds majority of the members present, in practice, decisions are taken only by consensus, with all active members participating.
country’s size, the spread of coups in the region, and the formation of an anti-ECOWAS coalition—puts ECOWAS in new waters, thereby testing the organization’s past practice. The threat of sliding into irrelevance on matters of regional security may have prompted ECOWAS to emphasize force. As Ambassador Musah noted, “we must draw a line in the sand.”

ECOWAS' initial threat of force and tight deadline generated intense pushback. In direct response to the threat, suspended ECOWAS members Burkina Faso and Mali rallied to support Niger. On August 1, they announced that an ECOWAS military intervention in Niger would be considered a “declaration of war” against their countries. By August 24, Nigerien coup leader Tchiani had authorized Burkinabé and Malian troops to enter Niger to fight against a potential ECOWAS military intervention. On September 16, these three countries cemented their position into a mutual defence pact—the Alliance of Sahel States—guaranteeing a joint response to any attacks on their territories.

Opposition to the use of force also came from a diverse array of other actors. Civil society leaders strongly criticized the direct resort to threatening force. For instance, the West African Civil Society Forum, an umbrella network of regional civil society organizations partly founded by ECOWAS, issued a statement calling on ECOWAS to avoid military intervention and use peaceful means to resolve the crisis. Leaders from Nigeria’s northern states protested the move: Former governor of Kaduna State Nasir El-Rufai referred to an ECOWAS military intervention as a “war between brothers.” Kano State witnessed popular protests against the planned ECOWAS intervention. The Nigerian Senate advised a more peaceful approach. Algeria, Niger’s northern neighbour who is not an ECOWAS member, cautioned ECOWAS against using force. Even the CCDS, tasked by the Authority with preparing for military intervention, appeared to favour diplomacy.

---

32JoyNews, “ECOWAS Made Mistakes and I Must Admit It.”
35“Charter of Liptako-Gourma Establishing the Alliance of Sahel States,” September 16, 2023, https://maliembassy.us/wp-content/uploads/2023/09/LIPTAKO-GOURMA-Engl_-2.pdf. This pact was agreed under the auspices of the Liptako Gourma States Integrated Development Authority, a regional organization comprising these three countries formed in 1970. This organization was dormant until 2017, when the countries agreed to extend its mandate to security issues.
37West African Civil Society Forum - Wacsof/oscao, “ WACSOF SAYS....” Facebook, August 21, 2023, https://www.facebook.com/wacsof.net/posts/pfbid02nMM7jK3g89x8s8F4Akh9GNUMofZzWzMLBU/pgzx1GMMsCBHP24r5XQ8U/Un9c5BQI.
Had ECOWAS gone too far? In trying to manage the situation in Niger, had ECOWAS leaders put the organization’s legitimacy, if not survival, at risk? ECOWAS original deadline for reversal of the coup, August 6, passed without an ECOWAS military intervention materializing. According to one prominent scholar of ECOWAS, this left the organization with “egg on its face.”⁴³ Would ECOWAS realize this damage to its reputation and shift strategies? Although the move was gradual, ECOWAS did appear to change tack as the crisis persisted.

**Gradual Shift to Mediation**

After the threat to intervene militarily did not compel the coup leaders to relinquish power, ECOWAS gradually shifted focus to mediation, albeit somewhat grudgingly. At the beginning of August, ECOWAS appeared to send mixed signals. During a second extraordinary summit on August 10, the ECOWAS Authority directed the CCDS to “immediately activate the ECOWAS Standby Force with all its elements” and “[o]rder[ed] [its] deployment…to restore constitutional order” in Niger, while also, in apparent contradiction, espousing a “continued commitment to the restoration of constitutional order through peaceful means.”⁴⁴

This dual approach was evident at a CCDS meeting in Accra on August 18. Summarizing the discussions, PAPS Commissioner Abdel-Fatau Musah noted that the “D-day” for a military intervention had been decided and that ECOWAS was “ready to go anytime the order is given.”⁴⁵ All active member countries save Cabo Verde had agreed to contribute troops, indicating support for a military intervention from ECOWAS leading members. In the same breath, however, Ambassador Musah stated,

> I don’t think we must focus on the military aspect. We are ready to resolve it peacefully, but it takes two to tango…Let no one be in doubt that if everything else fails the valiant forces of West Africa, both the military and the civilian components, are ready to answer to the call of duty. Meanwhile, we are still giving diplomacy a chance and the ball is in the court of the junta.⁴⁶

Indeed, amid the brouhaha of a potential military intervention, ECOWAS mediation machinery had sprung into action: ECOWAS was undertaking efforts to speak with both the coup leaders led by Tchiani and ousted president Bazoum, and to get both parties to the negotiating table. To be sure, mediation was never absent from ECOWAS leaders’ minds. On July 26, one of Tinubu’s first actions was to ask Beninese President Patrice Talon to go to Niamey to mediate. Initial mediation efforts, however, faltered. Talon does not appear to have made the trip to Niamey;⁴⁷ instead, the president of Chad (a non-ECOWAS member)

---


⁴⁷I reach this conclusion because no mention of the trip was made in the July 30 summit communiqué.
Mahamat Déby visited Niamey on July 31—evidently at ECOWAS behest—and met both Tchiani and Bazoum.⁴⁸ An ECOWAS delegation comprising former Nigerian military Head of State General Abdulsalami Abubakar and the Sultan of Sokoto Muhammadu Sa’ad Abubakar, tasked with delivering the ultimatum agreed at the first extraordinary summit, was unable to meet the junta leaders on a visit to Niamey on August 4,⁴⁹ and a joint mission by ECOWAS, the AU, and the UN was rebuffed by the coup leaders on August 8.⁵⁰

On August 12, Tchiani met a group of Muslim clerics from Nigeria sent to mediate by Tinubu, but it is unclear whether this was an official ECOWAS mission.⁵¹ That meeting, however, opened the door for ECOWAS. Tchiani eventually expressed regret over his refusal to talk with the ECOWAS envoys, which he claimed he did owing to anger over ECOWAS seven-day ultimatum.⁵² Tchiani eventually met the ECOWAS delegation on August 19, when the envoys also met Bazoum.⁵³ Following this, however, Tchiani announced a three-year transition to constitutional order, which ECOWAS promptly rejected.⁵⁴

Throughout August, ECOWAS leaders and officials continued the rhetoric of using military force if talks fail. But even as the mediators made little headway in altering the junta’s position, the intervention threat appeared increasingly weak. Eventually, during a meeting with the Nigerian Muslim clerics on August 24, President Tinubu stated that he was “the one holding back ECOWAS” from deploying a military force.⁵⁵ The following day, ECOWAS held a press conference where Commission President Omar Alieu Touray announced that the organization would “fully explore diplomatic channels” in Niger and downplayed the military intervention option.⁵⁶ According to one Abuja-based practitioner, ECOWAS was “trying to pretend like they never threatened the use of force—like it never happened.”⁵⁷

How can we explain this switch in tactics by ECOWAS? In some ways, the mediation-based approach reflects a return to “typical” practice. Burkina Faso, Guinea, and Mali are each undergoing ECOWAS-mediated transition processes to restore constitutional order. (How

---

⁵⁷Interview with development agency practitioner, Abuja, September 12, 2023.
those transitions are proceeding is a separate question.⁵⁸) But in Niger, why did ECOWAS go from all guns blazing to a more moderate approach?

One explanation is the role of popular opinion. The intervention threat was not received well by the people of Niger. It created popular sentiment against ECOWAS, which was seen as an instigator of conflict and in cahoots with France.⁵⁹ Once this became evident, ECOWAS leaders felt they had to back down. This stands in contrast with the Gambian crisis of 2017—in that case, the Gambian people welcomed ECOWAS troops, allowing ECOWAS to intervene militarily and restore constitutional order.⁶⁰ Popular support for the coup presents a quandary for ECOWAS. The organization must, in accordance with its mandate, consider imposing punitive measures for a clearly unconstitutional move, but at the risk of going against the will of the people. In Niger, support for the coup from the populace may have forced ECOWAS to reconsider the military option.

A second explanation concerns ECOWAS’s consideration for its survival. International organizations were once considered durable, even “immortal.”⁶¹ Recent research, however, has shown that if an international organization underperforms or if member states no longer consider it relevant, the organization risks becoming, in one scholar’s words, a “zombie.”⁶² or worse, dying.⁶³ When Niger called ECOWAS bluff regarding military intervention, the Authority felt it needed to “do something.”⁶⁴ This led them to order deployment of the ECOWAS Standby Force. Yet, when faced with backlash on this move, ECOWAS felt public opinion turning against them, rife with accusations of warmongering. Downplaying its prior belligerence, therefore, served to deflect criticism and to ensure that ECOWAS continued to play a leading role in managing the crisis.

Finally, the ECOWAS Commission staff may have contributed to the shift. Staff input likely featured more prominently in deliberations as the crisis wore on. As discussed above, extraordinary summits tend to feature lesser input and preparation from Commission staff. However, ordinarily, Authority decisions are taken with the aid of recommendations contained in staff reports. When a crisis emerges, staff from the PAPS Department

⁶⁰Interview with ECOWAS official, Abuja, September 7, 2023.
collectively brainstorm and outline different scenarios with recommended actions. The Early Warning Directorate also prepares policy briefs, with best-case, middle-case, and worst-case scenarios. ECOWAS Early Warning and Response Network (ECOWARN) is run by a civil society organization—the West African Network for Peacebuilding—which advocates for diplomatic solutions to crises. It’s plausible that after two extraordinary summits, the role of the Commission staff—who may have been caught unawares by the initial ultimatum—became more prominent in informing ECOWAS strategy. This might account for the increased focus on mediation.

**Contending with Alternative Crisis Managers**

Several months into the coup in Niger, ECOWAS is contending with the role of other actors that are seeking to manage the crisis, including Algeria and the Togolese-led African Political Alliance. Compared to its early response, ECOWAS present rhetoric is marked by the absence of talk of an intervention force. This about-face reflects that ECOWAS may be concerned about its central position in managing the Niger crisis amid a growing constellation of interested actors.

Algeria entered the fray as early as August 6, when President Abdelmadjid Tebboune “rejected” an ECOWAS military intervention as it would present a “direct threat to Algeria.” Further, on August 23, Algerian Foreign Minister Ahmad Attaf embarked on a tour of Nigeria, Benin, and Ghana while another high-ranking Algerian Foreign Ministry official visited Niger on August 24. Following these visits, on August 29, Attaf proposed Algerian mediation between the parties in Niger, with a six-month transition plan. Privately, some ECOWAS leaders were unhappy with this initiative—an “external,” non-ECOWAS country interfering in what was understood to be a matter for ECOWAS. Yet, after Algeria announced on October 2 that Niger had accepted its mediation offer, ECOWAS publicly welcomed the Algerian effort. However, Niger denied agreeing to Algerian mediation, following which Algeria announced “suspension” and “postponement” of the initiative. 

---

65 Interview with civil society practitioner, Abuja, September 9, 2023.
66“Military Intervention in Niger ‘Direct Threat to Algeria,’” Middle East Eye.
On October 21–22, a meeting of the Lomé Peace and Security Forum (LPSF) marked the first international summit participation by the Niger junta outside of its interactions with Burkina Faso and Mali.⁷⁶ The LPSF is a Togolese initiative under the African Political Alliance, a platform formed by Togo in May 2023. It comprises 10 African countries, notably including ECOWAS suspended members (Burkina Faso, Guinea, and Mali, in addition to Niger). The summit outcome document, the Lomé Declaration, mentions neither ECOWAS nor Niger by name, but nonetheless alludes to the situation in Niger. In a veiled repudiation of ECOWAS approach, the declaration calls on subregional, regional, and international organizations to prioritize transition states’ control over their territories, the broader context of regional security, and “go[ing] beyond the usual normative frameworks” in dealing with transition states.⁷⁷

One might view these efforts by Algeria and the LPSF as challenging ECOWAS central crisis-response role in West Africa. Indeed, one might even read the Algerian and Togolese initiatives as offering mediation between ECOWAS and Niger—a stark change for ECOWAS from mediator to mediated. What can ECOWAS do amid the threat to its regional legitimacy presented—or perhaps revealed—by the Niger crisis? This report concludes by offering some lessons for ECOWAS from its handling of the situation in Niger, which could help tap the potential of its well-developed crisis-response architecture.

Conclusion: Lessons for ECOWAS from Its Niger Response

As ECOWAS grapples with how to proceed in Niger and faces tough questions about its role in regional security, the above analysis yields important lessons for how ECOWAS deals with political crises.

First, ECOWAS should seek to diversify the range of voices that inform crisis-response decisions. These include regional civil society organizations, popular opinion in the crisis-affected state, and suspended member states. While the Authority takes final decisions, opening the door to hearing from these groups may produce more salutary outcomes. Time does present an issue—when scrambling to respond to an event, it may not be feasible to gather all different perspectives. Nonetheless, many relevant actors issue public statements, which could be factored into Authority discussions. Bringing in suspended members’ views may appear controversial. However, this would be in line with ECOWAS commitment to continue engaging with suspended members. Recently, the AU organized a dialogue with suspended ECOWAS members⁷⁸—incorporating this practice into ECOWAS may serve to reduce some antagonism against the organization.

⁷⁷Interview with ECOWAS official, Abuja, September 7, 2023.
⁷⁸ECOWAS Commission, “Supplementary Act on Sanctions.”
Second, ECOWAS could better leverage the in-house expertise held by staff at the ECOWAS Commission, especially during extraordinary summits. Although issues of capacity are present, the Commission—specifically the PAPS Department and Early Warning Directorate—is composed of highly qualified technocrats with rich expertise and experience in crisis response. The ECOWARN program is particularly well renowned, with the AU’s Continental Early Warning System being designed after it. Full use of the Commission would involve proactively seeking input from all levels, from the expert staff up to the ambassadorial and ministerial levels.

ECOWAS’s shift to moderation in Niger can be partly explained by greater input from the Commission staff. Incorporating their role earlier on may have prevented ECOWAS from the embarrassment stemming from its retracted bid for military intervention in Niger.

Third, it is important for ECOWAS crisis response to be guided by its broader goals of maintaining peace, security, and democracy in West Africa. The Supplementary Act on Sanctions clarifies that sanctions are meant to be coercive but not punitive (Article 4). Any ECOWAS response, therefore, must envision how that action would lead to fostering solutions. In the Niger extraordinary summit communiqués, ECOWAS’s broader strategy vis-à-vis the crisis was not always clear, as evidenced by apparent contradictions in the summit decisions. Keeping ECOWAS goals front and centre and articulating how a decision, including a decision to use military force, advances those objectives would be crucial to achieving success.

It remains to be seen what role ECOWAS will play in the Niger crisis going forward. With the final mediating parties and terms as yet unresolved, ECOWAS could find itself playing a crucial role, in line with its organizational mandate. Yet, with this crisis, ECOWAS is in uncharted territory. No crisis in the recent past has fractured West Africa as has this one. ECOWAS approach going forward will likely involve a balance between the organization’s quest to remain relevant amid a crisis of legitimacy on the one hand and its goal to fulfil its peace, security, and democracy mandate on the other.
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